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Why are Menu Mobil 

Classic and Universal the 

ideal meal transport sys-

tems for warm meals?

Whether outside the house 

or inside - Classic and Uni-

versal are the dependable 

compact trays for trans-

porting completed meals 

with cold and warm com-

ponents.

Why are Menu Mobil 

Classic and Universal . .

. . . appetizing?

Because serving on china 

dishware is still the unsur-

passed way to present 

meals.

. . . compact?

Because hot and cold menu 

components can be served 

simultaneously yet are per-

fectly insulated from each 

other.

. . . economic?

Because the strong-walled 

compact trays have no  

welded seams and thus  

with appropriate care have 

an almost unlimited life.

. . . ergonomic?

Because the thought-

through design permits 

appropriate meal appor- 

tioning and the high plate 

edges allow handicapped 

and one-hand eaters to eat 

without help.

Mobile Menus – Attractive
. . . safe?

Because the spill-safe inner 

lid prevents meal compo-

nents from spilling or runn-

ing together and a unique 

slide lock guarantees abso-

lute safety against sliding or 

slipping - even on the most 

difficult transport routes.

. . . ecological?

Because reusable parts 

systems make a significant 

contribution to avoiding 

waste as well as energy 

used optimally, thanks to 

environmentally friendly 

insulating foam. 



 . . . in look and taste

When is Menu Mobil Universal the best solution for 

you?

With Menu Mobil Universal in addition to soup, main 

course, dessert and salad, you can even serve fruit and 

bread. The extended tray also holds cutlery. An attrac-

tive transparent cover permits an overview of the actual 

contents anytime. Especially suitable for long, steep and  

uneven transport routes.



Menu Mobil Classic and Universal can be easily transported
For Classic and Universal, upper and lower parts are of course stackable and compatible - also in combination with Hot-

box and Inducook. Custom made cart for storing and transporting is available for time and space saving handling. Also in 

transporting the ready meal units we offer mature solutions. Thought through - economical - good value.  

7760S Shelf cart with 4 shelves, stainless steel 18/10 
for storage of Menu Mobil upper and lower parts

Measurements 1.275 x 625 x 1.800 mm

Capacity: about 100 Classic-Sets  
or  200 upper parts Universal  
or about 80 lower parts Universal

Transport cart open, stainless steel 18/10

570 439 Model SYTW-32/CL  
for 4 x 8 Menu Mobil Classic  
Measurements: 775 x 900 x 1.215 mm

570 440 Model SYTW-40/CL  
for 4 x 10 Menu Mobil Classic  
Measurements: 775 x 900 x 1.445 mm

570 441 Model SYTW-48/CL  
for 4 x 12 Menu Mobil Classic  
Measurements: 775 x 900 x 1.675 mm

570 442 Model SYTW-32/UNI  
for 4 x 8 Menu Mobil Universal  
Measurements: 1.155 x 900 x 1.215 mm

570 443 Model SYTW-40/UNI  
for 4 x 10 Menu Mobil Universal  
Measurements: 1.155 x 900 x 1.445 mm

570 444 Model SYTW-48/UNI  
for 4 x 12 Menu Mobil Universal  
Measurements: 1.155 x 900 x 1.675 mm

Hand-Carrier,  
stainless steel 18/10

7737 for 2 Menu Mobil Classic

7736 for 4 Menu Mobil Classic

7740 for 6 Menu Mobil Classic

Hand-Carrier, stainless steel 18/10

7708 for 3 Menu Mobil Universal

Shelf system, individually customized to your vehicle, 
in module construction.



Complete Dishware and Accessories for Classic and Universal

1079S 
China salad/dessert bowl
0.3 lit., Ø 110 mm, height 53 mm

Menü Mobil Classic, consisting of 

66600 Upper part 

66610 Lower part

N7770 Slide lock

Measurements: 395 x 310 x 100 mm

color gray

1084S 
China dinner plate divided in 3
Ø 215 mm, height 40 mm

1085S 
China stew bowl
1.0 lit., Ø 215 mm, height 48 mm

Menü Mobil Universal, consisting of

77700  Upper part

77710  Lower part

N7770 Slide lock

Measurements upper part:  
395 x 310 x 50 mm
Measurements lower part:  
530 x 370 x 55 mm

color gray

7706 
Transparent cover  
of Polycarbonate  
for Menu Mobil Universal tray

China dishware

Synthetic lid small  
for soup, salad and dessert bowl 

99210 color yellow

99210R color red

99210B color blue

Synthetic lid  
with bend-and-grip lip 

9930KR color red

9930K color yellow

0881S 
Melamin salad/dessert bowl
0,2 lit., Ø 110 mm, height 35 mm

0870S 
Melamin dinner plate divided
Ø 215 mm, height 40 mm

7765 
Heating plate (also usable as cooling 
unit) stainless steel
to be placed under China dinner plate

1082S 
China dinner plate undivided
Ø 215 mm, height 40 mm

1083S 
China dinner plate in divided
Ø 215 mm, height 40 mm

1081S 
China soup bowl
0.4 lit., Ø 110 mm, height 70 mm

1080S 
China salad/dessert bowl
0.2 lit., Ø 110 mm, height 35 mm

0871S 
Melamin dinner plate undivided
Ø 215 mm, height 40 mm

0880S 
Melamin soup bowl
0,4 lit., Ø 110 mm, height 70 mm

7787S 
Card holder with scriptable  
paper strips

7786S 
tabs stainless  
(magnetic)

N7770 
Slide locks in colors red, white, green, 
yellow, blue and black e.g. for easy 
recognition of different menus.

 Synthetic lid 
with ring tab

9931RLR color red

9931RL color yellow

Synthetic lid  
with bend-and-grip lip

99321 color yellow

99321R color red

Synthetic lid for stew bowl 

9931 color orange

Synthetic lid  
for soup, salad and dessert bowl

99210 color yellow

99210R color red

99210B color blue

7707 
Synthetic card holder on lower part of 
Menu Mobil Universal attachable

Melamin dishware

Other colors available for synthetic lid, on request.

0901 
Ornaper  
Immersion cleaning for melamin dishware
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Make high demands on your meal distribution.
Menu Mobil supports you with mature system concepts.

The optimum regenerating system for freshly chilled 
foods. Easy to use - induction waves as food  
warmers and smart dishware: heated foods are 
warmed, chilled foods remain chilled.

The Classic and Universal systems - but actively heatable! 
For slow eaters, for keeping food warm during transport, for 
flexible mealtimes.

The multi-functional warming 
system dishware. Easily stackable, 
limitless lifetime. Whether as com-
pact tray system, synthetic cover system or stainless steel 
cover system - for every use the right solution.

With Airline Carts, trays are conveniently transported 
and meals precision regenerated (to-the-minute) 
electronically with hot air, that is, warmed to serving 
temperature.

The tried-and-tested compact tray for transporting pre-por-
tioned menus with chilled and warm meal components, with 
the extraordinary cost/benefit ratio – especially for „Meals on 
Wheels“. Breakproof, lightweight, best insulation.

With its comprehensive array of food 
service trolleys, lowerators, dispensers and tray transport 
trolleys, we provide you with professional tools for  
economical kitchen work.

With the induction cart, the trays are 
easily transported and the foods electronically regenerated 
precisely to the minute, that is, brought to serving  
temperature.

Indock is the complete separation of food  
trolleys and heating technology. The ben-
efits: economy, easy cleaning and weight 
reduction.




